COMPANY
OVERVIEW
Molly Bracken, this authentic Irish woman who was
known for her femininity and strength, is none other
than Julian Sidonio’s grandmother. A family heritage
and a unique story that both founders, Catherine
and Julian Sidonio, wanted to carry on through their
collections. A mix of boho and retro chic looks with a
soft and feminine touch.
Thanks to their 30 years of experience in the fashion
industry, they created Molly Bracken in 2008. A brand
dedicated to the woman of today, offering a wide range
of timeless revisited pieces.
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Dress N126H20 - Cardigan LA461A20

In 2011, they created Mini Molly, a collection for little
girls from 4 to 14 years old.
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Left : Jumpsuit P1496A20
Right : Dress Premium R1517BA20 - Jacket Premium HA055A20
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Left : Sweater Premium LA487A20 - Blazer Premium T1274A20 - Pants Premium
TV48A20
Right : Undersweater Premium EF1407A20 - Pants EF1423A20 - Coat Premium
PV80A20 - Scarf B192A20

With their first capsule collection Lili Sidonio X Molly
Bracken launched in 2016. An urban pop rock collection
designed by Catherine and Julians’ youngest daughter
Lili Sidonio, who has integrated the prestigious Saint
Martin School of fashion and art in London.
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Coat P1577H20 - Skirt K788CA20 - Sweater EF1446A20
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Left : Blouse SK3917H20 - Skirt Premium LWV02A20
Right : Jumpsuit Premium L207A20

O UR INT ER N AT IO N AL PR ESENCE

Today Molly Bracken is present in more than 7000 stores worldwide :
Europe, USA, Canada, New-Zealand, Japan, Australia, Latin America and United
Arabs Emirates.
As well as in several big stores :
Zalando, Galeries Lafayette, El Corte Inglès, Anthropologie, Dillard’s, Von Maur,
Modcloth, Hudson Bay, Simons.

FR ENCH TO UCH
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Left : Shirt R1503A20 - Sweater E1470A20 - Pants CF48A20
Right : Dress R1495CA20 - Bag E1329A20

FALL WINTER 2020

Catherine has always pictured the French woman feminine, graceful and
stylish and wanted to translate that into fashion and clothes. She mixes her
Irish inspirations with that French spirit.
She rethinks all the materials, cuts and details to create a unique style.

Left : Dress MMR1495CA20
Right : Sweater MMLA510A20 - Skirt MMR1515CA20

Molly Bracken Premium was introduced in the winter
of 2017. This capsule includes a range that Catherine
hand picks the premium fabrics and workmen.

Catherine Sidonio

Z ER O FUR / FEAT HER S / L EAT HER

Catherine Sidonio, sensitive to the animal cause, has officially decided to run a fur-free policy.
Lili Sidonio
Shirt GL694A20 - Sweater KL117A20 - Skirt KL116A20 - Coat PL102A20
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All their clothes and accessories are fur free. You can find the list of committed brands here :
www.mode-sans-fourrure.com

TENDANCE

COLLECTION FALL WINTER 2020

The gipsy spirit sets the tone of this new fall-winter
Mini Molly collection.

This season, Lili adopts a tone of her own.

For this new season, Molly Bracken throws us into a vintage and colorful vegetal world.
The warm and underwood atmosphere reveals a palette of terracotta, blue duck and chocolate colour for a seventies and
boho spirit.

An explosive match between an original planet theme «
new age » and a London Rock universe.
We discover a « tomboy » trend with a three-piece suit
and blazer-skirt combo, as well as a khaki and beige
palette for a military wardrobe.
Lili Sidonio cleverly uses flashy colours, her brand
signature, with the iconic black and white Houndstooth.
A fall-winter collection created by Lili Sidonio, showing a
real character and personality, as always.
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Dress Premium RV89A20 - Cape Premium T1333A20
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Undersweater MMF419A20 - Skirt MMEF1421A20
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Left : Dress E1149A20 - Sleveless jacket S3780H20
Right : Sweater F416A20 - Skirt EF1421A20 - Coat PV78A20

Suits will be in the limelight on all occasions : skirts, pants,
shorts and blazers.
These sets can be worn in total look, loose satin, tweed and
glittery mesh.

Between folk and boho, the shades of terracotta,
old pink and blue duck will merge perfectly into the
underwood atmosphere of this season.

Trending, corduroy on pants, vintage capes or even the
tartan coat.

Patchworks patterns and fall colors inspire a country
side and floral gatvaway.

For evenings, the outlines sparkle and grow longer with
maxi cleft dress in sequin embroidery, while festive
jumpsuits give a true « red carpet » french spirit.

Mini Molly discovers with amazement a magical
caravan where dreams and fairy tales come alive.

A fall-winter collection warmly colourful, to the rhythm of
forest walks and sparkling nights.
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Dress RL707A20
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Left : Dress R1510H20 - Cardigan F414A20
Right : Blazer T1322A20 - Shorts T1323A20 - Shirt R1562H20

CO N TAC TS
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Sweater LAL100A20 - Blazer PL170A20 - Pants PL171A20

Left : Blouse MMR107DA20 - Sleeveless jacket MME150A20
Right : Dress MMR108DA20
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Shirt R1582H20 - Sweater F412A20 - Skirt SV01H20
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Left : Dress T630A20
Right : Undersweater F419A20 - Sleeveless jacket RV79H20 - Pants CF49H20

